**Community members support local fight against racism**

**By Michael Urland**

In conjunction with last Saturday's civil rights march through Curtin, Georgia, history professor Peter Rutkoff and others felt it was an appropriate time to show their support for those battling racism.

The march which was organized by the Martin Luther King Jr. Center for Nonviolent Social Change in response to the recent events in Howard Beach, and specifically, Forrest County, Georgia.

The purpose of last Saturday's gathering was to show support to those marching in Georgia and to share some personal thoughts on racism in both the Southern University and Gambler community and the world.

The forum started with a procession from the library to Rossie Hall. Once inside, Rutkoff opened the discussion with some of his own personal thoughts on racism. In reference to those involved in recent events of racial tension, he emphasized, "Those who are attacked don't ask for it and those who support it don't do it naturally."

Rutkoff stressed that racism is a product of society and not of individuals. He added, as well, "100% Seniors" join in campaign effort.

**By Todd Van Fossen**

As part of this year's fund-raising efforts at Kenyon, a program is now under way to give those who are part of the action.

 Called "100% Senior," the program is a fund-raising effort linking both the colleges of senior class dues and the much larger "Campaign for Kenyon" fund-raising efforts.

The program, which existed last year as well, combines members of the Senior Class Committee and other members of the senior class to educate classmates about the importance of giving. With approximately 30 volunteers, "100% Senior" aims at contacting each member of the senior class personally in order to encourage extensive participation in the campaign.

Contributions to the campaign, which are linked to the collection of class dues, are made in the form of pledges. These payment plans are very flexible in format, consisting of one of four established plans, or one that the student may choose to design individually. Payments extend over a four-year period, and do not begin until one year after graduation.
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**Round one of Collegian restaurant reviews**

**Reading announces resignation, accepts job in Maryland**

**By Andrea Bucey**

Come late June of this year, Kenyon's Assistant Dean for Student Residents, Robert A. Reading, will leave the College for a position with the St. A's Company in Solvay, N.Y.

Associated with the family of his wife, former Assistant Dean of Students Kathryn Adleman, the company specializes in hardwood lumber, home building and land development. Reading hopes eventually to be based in recall there.

Reading earned his undergraduate degree from Hiram College in Hiram, Ohio, and his master's degree from Indiana University. Coming to Kenyon from the University of Evansville in Evansville, Indiana, he has worked here eight years. His duties include the responsibility for all student residences (their furniture and facilities), the fraternities, the programming, disciplinary and housing of all freshmen and the Resident Advisor Program. He also serves as an advisor to Freshman Council, Interfraternity Council and the Housing Committee. His general day-to-day availability as counselor to students provides for a large amount of his work responsibilities as well. Reading says, "I would share with all persons in the College that he's leaving," says Edwards. "He has been a valued friend, has made important contributions to student life and given much support to the students. We will miss him."

Reading will miss Kenyon as well: "Although I'm excited about what lies ahead, that does not in any way diminish the sense of sadness of leaving a place that was so important to me."

He continues, "I feel privileged to have been part of what goes on at a place like this. To be a part of the growth and education of young people is not an opportunity that many people have, I really feel lucky that this has been a part of my life."

He adds in summary, "I think this is a special place, another another small college - I think it's this place and the things that the people at this place care about that set it apart."

Finally, Reading smilingly admits that his work for Kenyon is not truly over. He looks forward to some heavy recruiting in the Eastern shore area.

**Gifts make December record month**

**By Margaret Tuttle**

Kenyon received a "tremendous" amount of money in December, according to Doug Green, Vice President of Development. In addition to an expected increase in end of the year gifts, received were gifts of $31,500 given by Virginia H. Jergens to establish the Richard Grandin Shepherd Lecture in Economics, $100,000 given for endowment by William R. Hewlett, and $354,250 as a challenge grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH).

The Shepherd Lectureship was established to sponsor a presentation by a guest lecturer in Economics every other year beginning in 1989. Jergens donated the money in honor of her husband, Richard G. Shepherd, a 1941 Kenyon graduate.

Also awarded in December were fellowships from the NEH granted to two Kenyon professors, William B. Scott, associate professor of History, who was awarded up to $75,000 to support the research of his book, New York Modern. The book will be the third collaborative work of Scott and history professor Peter Rutkoff and will trace the modernist art movement in New York City from 1900 to 1975. Eugene J. Dwyer, established: that there is a strong desire among members of the community for racial equality. However, the fact that racism is visible in our country as shown by the events of the last few weeks. In reference to these events, Allan Feagans, Chair of the Psychology Department, explains, "We thought these battles were won twenty years ago to establish principles of equality and tolerance, and yet what this tells us is that these fundamental prejudices don't die easily."

The first factor was the change in the tax laws. Dwyer feels that the actual tax benefit of giving money before 1987 was exaggerated by the press, causing more people to donate excess amounts of money in December. Secondly, the current Campaign for Kenyon has steadily increased donations throughout the year. The third influence was the strength of the stock market; many of the gifts to Kenyon were in the form of securities.

Kenyon received donations totaling roughly $2.25 million in the month of December alone in cash or securities. Dwyer comments that this amount is up substantially over the one million received in December of 1986.
ARA feeding us lies?

ARA has officially implied (if not directly charged) that Kenyon students stole $30,000 worth of dining hall supplies last year. According to the 1986 Kenyon Newcomer, "The exhaustive所有 of approximately $25 per Kenyon student (ARA initially claimed losses of $35,000...is created mainly by students who carry dinnerware away from the dining halls.

Student Council asked for a breakdown of these costs and waited two months for the reply. What students found on dining hall tables last week was the ARA response to that inquiry: "table tents detailing "replacement cost breakdowns for the 1985-86 school year" totaling $26,021.20. But upon closer inspection, we suggest that ARA is merely blaming us for entropy. Things will decay, or get lost, or need to be replaced in every business - that is the cost of doing business. And let's be clear, that cost will be passed on to us in any event, but labeling it "theft" and directly accusing the student population is offensive and deceptive.

For example: ARA complained of the loss of $1565.38 worth of "line pails." These are the steel trays out of which we are served. The possibility that we could have stolen any of these is slim; that we could have walked out with $1500 worth is patently absurd. Would ARA mind telling us where we dumped the several hundred pounds of food they must have consumed?

Secondly, the ARA flies off a cost of about $6000 for "trays" (actually, two 4x6x8 trays, one of $2.510 and one of $3.190. While ARA refused to sell a tray to the Collegen, a restaurant supply outlet in Columbus sold us the fiberglass trays with metal core (like those ARA used) for about $12 individually, with "significant savings" for buying bulk. Even if ARA had paid full price, which no big business would, then they are suggesting that we stole 500 trays last year.

Perhaps more significant is that a Collegen reporter overheard an ARA employee saying that the trays bearing the Kenyon emblem were all donated to the school. If that is true, then somewhere down the line, ARA made a significant savings on trays; yet still needs $6000 extra dollars to cover normal wear and tear. Where is all this money going?

A third questionable charge is that of $4700 (in four installments) for silverware. That amounts to over $3 per student. A call to K-Mart confirmed that afterward sells for 59c per piece at retail prices. Is ARA suggesting that every single one of us trinket two full sets a year? Or does our "theft" include the fork, knife and spoon each of us carried away from the all-college picnic in September?

Finally, there is the question of cups. ARA lists seven different sorts cups, glasses, coffee mugs, goblets, cold cups, chin cups, and water glasses. These purchases total in the range of $5,500-8,000 depending on specific breakdowns not given. Considering that students universally drink from plastic tumblers, styrofoam cups and coffee cups or mugs, we wonder how we stole all other things. Besides which, now that ARA sells mugs for $1.35, we realize that they are accusing us of taking a mug or two each with three or four tumblers thrown in for good measure.

Further analysis is unnecessary. We do not doubt that theft is in general a problem for ARA. Neither do we doubt that they laid out $30,000 for miscellaneous costs stemming from breakage, wear and tear, etc. But while it may inevitably be our burden to pay these costs, it is by no means our responsibility to shoulder the blame for them. The questions raised above should be evidence enough that ARA's charge of "this is what you did" is dubious at best. We demand either proof of our guilt or a profound apology from ARA services.
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Vice-President’s remark irks reader

To the Editors:

In the December 11, 1986, issue of the Collegian, Samuel Lord, Kenyon’s Vice President for Finance, defended the college’s pecuniary enthusiasm for investing in companies that do business in South Africa. According to Mr. Lord, all but one of the College’s Tristess take the position that they must “place the interests of Kenyon above all else.”

I suppose we should feel relieved that it is not in Kenyon’s interests to gas Jews and Gypsies.

Sincerely,
Charles R. Allen, Jr.
Mount Vernon

Olin gives early graduation present

To the Editors:

This letter is my “graduation present” to my friends and acquaintances in the Senior Class.

Prominently displayed on the “green wall” of the Career Development Center is a book entitled Jobs For English Majors and Other Smart People. It is written by John E. Munschauer who is director of the CDC at Cornell. I highly recommend this book to you. It is very readable and realistic. It is also encouraging. The last chapter is loaded with case histories of the liberal arts graduates who entered the job market and found satisfactory employment.

This book is published by Peterson Guides, Princeton, New Jersey. It is available through the Bookstore. It can be shipped if it is not in stock.

To paraphrase the words of John Stills of Snelling & Stills: “If they like you, it will hire you; even before someone who is more qualified.” You have ability and brain intelligence. Don’t be afraid to use your talents.

Sincerely,
Jim Olin
P.S. Use Your CDC

Bloom to lecture on liberal education

Allan Bloom, one of the nation’s foremost political philosophers, will give a talk entitled “Rock Music and Liberal Education Today” at 3:00 p.m., Thursday, January 29, in Biology Auditorium.

Bloom, a professor in the Committee on Social Thought, a graduate program in the social sciences at the University of Chicago, is expected to discuss rock music’s impact on liberal education as a result of the music’s importance to college students. His interest in the state of liberal education, says Bloom, arose from his work as a teacher.

“There is an enormous crisis at colleges and universities today over the issue of what the liberal arts are and what they should be,” he says. “Each generation of students has its own difficulties to deal with, and these affect the students’ interest in the liberal arts.”

Bloom cites a decline in the number of books read in home, divorce, changed sexual mores, and rock music as phenomena that affect today’s college students.


Bloom taught at Cornell University in 1963 to 1970, where in 1967 he earned a Clark Distinguished Teaching Award, taught at the University of Toronto from Canada from 1970 to 1973, when he left the University of Chicago.

Bloom’s visit is sponsored by Kenyon Student Literature Committee and is open to the public without charge.

Travel Store

Airline Reservations +BUSINESS+ 
*CRUISES +AMTRAK *
Free delivery in Knox County
Locally owned & operated by Sandy Enos
218 South Main Street
Dover, Ohio
Open Monday-Friday 9-5
Saturday 9-12
397-7453
Henneberg recalls Holocaust

By Emily Heath

Jacob Henneberg, a survivor of the Holocaust, gave a talk last week in a standing-room-only crowd at the SAGA. A native of Nuremberg, Henneberg was a soldier in the German army who served behind the Soviet lines in Eastern Europe and was captured in June 1944 by the Russians.

He spoke about the time he was a POW for two years in a concentration camp in Auschwitz, where he and other soldiers were forced to work in the munitions factories. Henneberg was one of the lucky ones who survived the war, and he now lives in Cleveland with his wife, Helene.

Henneberg spoke about his experiences in the camp, where he witnessed the horrific conditions and atrocities that took place there. He described the thirst for work and the constant fear of being chosen for selection, and he spoke about the sense of community that formed among the survivors.

He also talked about the importance of remembering the Holocaust and the need to educate future generations about the tragedy. Henneberg ended his talk with a call to action for everyone to work towards preventing such crimes from happening again.

Henneberg's message resonated with the audience, who gave him a standing ovation at the end of his talk. The event was sponsored by the Students for Justice in Palestine, who organized the event in order to raise awareness about the Holocaust and the importance of remembering it.

The talk was also attended by faculty members from Case Western Reserve University, who praised Henneberg's courage in sharing his story and his commitment to teaching others about the Holocaust.

Overall, the event was a powerful reminder of the importance of remembering the Holocaust and the need to work towards preventing such atrocities from happening again.
The Kahiki

The Kahiki, 3583 E. Broad St., Columbus, OH 43219. Reservations suggested.

Perhaps you've seen it as you've driven down Broad Street enroute to Columbus. Its roof rears in the sky like an International House of Pancakes done-up in warpaint. Your friends have talked about it. You have to try it. You yearn for the "Kahiki Experience."

The atmosphere definitely makes the meal at this restaurant. Be prepared for waterfalls, exotic fish and mysterious girls in grass skirts. Other added attractions include two bars (one equipped with backgammon tables) in which you can guffaw Fru-Fru drinks while waiting to embark upon the Polynesian culinary experience.

The food itself is a bit disappointing. Soupy, with vegetables that have lost all identity through overcooking and corn starch, this seems closer to La Choy Chinese than authentic Polynesian cuisine. (Still a good idea to stay away from the hot peppers.) The portions are small; you pay a lot for what you get. Sucking to the appetizers and cocktails makes for a more enjoyable meal. They don't make Zombies and Singapore slings like these just anywhere, but if you have more than one, make sure someone else drives home. -- Ann Davies

Buxton Inn

Buxton Inn 313 E. Broadway, Groveville

A Columbus magazine once called the Buxton Inn, Groveville the best restaurant in Central Ohio. The reason it gained this distinction is that rooms are available, not for the quality of the food or service.

It took the Buxton just under three hours to serve mediocre food to a group of seven Kenyonites. Slow service, though, is one thing, rude service is quite another. Although it is not the most tactful thing to do, asking for proof of age is rude. Stale coloring twice for identification, though, is totally unacceptable.

The best part of the meal was the warm bread, but from then on it was downhill. The seafood was not fresh and the meal was unmemorable. The steaks were adequate, although not impressive.

The quality of the meal and the service detracted from attractive provincial decor. The waitresses, though, have to get rid of those stupid hats. -- Michael Pierce

Bland's Family Restaurant

Bland's Family Restaurant 670 N. Sandusky, Mount Vernon

Bland's Wellington Inn offers an inexpensive, no-frills alternative to ARRA's finest. It offers a wide assortment of entrees including chicken, steak, seafood, sandwiches and even a vegetarian dish. We sampled each category except for the seafood. The consensus of our group was that the food was just simply prepared. If you are a picky eater, be sure to specify how you want your dish prepared.

The highlight of our evening at Bland's was the pound cake. The dessert menu includes pies, ice cream, and melted milkshakes. One member of our party, Sue Mele, can be quoted as saying, "This black raspberry pie is so perfusive." The atmosphere of the restaurant is homely. There are only a dozen or so tables in the place and the decor is one of a family-style eating establishment. The service is adequate with few unnecessary interruptions from the staff. Bland's was very reasonably priced. In fact, it was inexpensive for the quality of food served. Two people could easily eat dinner for under ten dollars. Bland's is the perfect place to go if you are in the mood for family-style eating, but remember to go early because it closes at 8:30 p.m. -- Connie Casey, James McCudden, Suzannah Mele, and Rob Rikhoff

The Collegian Presents: a guide to fine area dining

Village Inn

Village Inn 102 Gaskin Ave., Gambier Where do Kenyon students go for their first class meal? Well, it's none other than the Village Inn. For over forty years, the V.I. has provided the Gambier-Mount Vernon community with a full service and premier dining experience.

Upon entering the V.I. one is soon impressed by the fine decor and atmosphere of the bar. There may be a group of friends talking around the bar or a group of people sitting at one of the many tables beside the bar. The cozy and classy atmosphere immediately makes one relax while talking to others or listening to the classic rock music. They will even play a tape of your selection. The V.I.'s selection of beer, wine, and liquor is numerous.

Being a full-service bar/restaurant makes the V.I. an attractive choice for an upscale night of fun. According to Manager, John Spadfora, full service is key to the restaurant. The V.I. anticipates the customers' every need by providing a full-service bar and restaurant.

Beyond the bar is the dining room which offers a full selection of food. There are a number of appetizers including juice, shrimp, cocktail, and homemade soup. The cheese soup is the V.I.'s original recipe. An unusual spinach salad is available as well as chicken, salad, chef's salad, and a fruit plate (at season).

The dinner entrees are numerous--enticing the dinner's every desire. On the white clothed tables one may find made-to-order enjoying a 14 oz. T-Bone steak or a number of other beef selections. There is sauteed o-fried shrimp, lobster tails, broiled sole, baked duck, etc. in the fish selection. Some of the house specialties include veal parmigiana, pork chops, spaghetti, and chicken Hawaiian.

Desserts, cheesecakes, and other homemade deserts are a few of the specialties. The prices are very reasonable, and one is sure to be pleased with a great dining experience.

So, if you are looking for fine dining with a first class atmosphere, the V.I. is the appropriate choice. -- Dave Seed

Ohio Restaurant

Ohio Restaurant 200 S. Main St., Mount Vernon

A Coca Cola wall clock, window boxes overflowing with red plastic geraniums, photos of the Acropolis and the Ohio State University football stadium, and a strategically placed, wall-mounted dessert display case--complete with a mirror to reflect its sugar laden contents--this is The Ohio Restaurant. The Ohio is the place to go for a "good home cooked" breakfast.

Slap together a couple of pieces of toast, sausage links, and homefried eggs next to scrambled eggs on a huge oval plate, and you have yourself an Ohio breakfast. Incredible, it takes about ten minutes from ordering to eating. It's so fast, you will be startled by the waitress when she comes back just minutes after taking your order. For a good, inexpensive breakfast and great, friendly service, with The Ohio Restaurant, you just can't go wrong. -- Tania Gonzalez
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Blosser opens at Olin; paintings are flawed by clutter

By Carolyn Harper

Nick Blosser's paintings, currently showing at the Olin Art Gallery through February 8, are simple images, painted in a very naive style. It appears Blosser is unconcerned with detail and photographic representation, yet often his paintings verge on the abstract.

There are remnants of the simple abstraction of minimalism; in fact, in several cases it seems that his paintings were more successful if he confined his images to solid areas of color. "Brown Tree: Young Tree" is one of these. The tree stands out as a separate part of the picture; its form is quite beautiful and could stand alone as an intact form in the background. Blosser seems to have thrown the grappling lines in to the picture to ensure that the painting does not become pure abstraction; the result is, however, a lessening of the total impact of the painting. "My Pharmacist," has the same problem. The figure of the teaching woman, simple, yet complete in itself, loses its power because of all the many medicine bottles dotting the background.

"Spring Lamb" is one of his more interesting and exciting paintings. His colors are more alive than in other works, and the loose brush strokes of the trees complement the strong, solidly painted horizon. This background horizon is so strong, in fact, that one wonders what it would be like by itself without the trees and lambs.

In general, his forms of solid color seem to work better than their forms where he has overlaid different colors or created a texture. "Summer Tiber," exemplifies this. The sky and trees in the upper half are very strong and solid, while the bridge and especially the water underneath have too much going on within them so that the lower part of the painting seems to detract from the upper part.

"Afternoon; After Winter" also has too much going on within it so that it does not appear as unified as other paintings. There are too many white forms interspersed with the other trees, and each shape seems to have been placed randomly. The colors are too dark together; rather than appearing somber, the painting is just boring.

"Site on Sicily" is also boring, but because of its simplicity rather than its complexity. It does not work as a pure abstraction, yet what the picture is, is difficult to tell. One wonders what it is, realizes it is a reflected tree and then realizes that one doesn't really care anyway. Unfortunately, this is true for too many of his paintings, which lack energy and feeling. Two notable exceptions to this are the portraits of "Boy at Dunk" and "A Christ-Like Man." Although they lack energy they have a great deal of expressive power and become almost beautiful.

Although many people are probably apt to run through this show quickly and pass it off as extremely poor, it deserves a second look; for there is a subtlety about Blosser's work that is lost to the casual observer.

Films


White Nights is a fascinating film. If you've already seen it, then you surely agree with me. If you haven't, you will. Masterfully directed by Taylor Hackford, White Nights is the story of a ballet star (Baryshnikov) who defected to the West several years before, and suddenly finds himself back in the U.S.S.R. as a result of a plant crash. The KGB decides that they want him back for good, and they use a Harlem-born and bred professional dancer (Hines), who has defected to the Soviet Union, to persuade him to stay. However, a friendship grows between the two dancers, and they soon develop plans for a daring escape to the West.

The story is suspenseful and the dancing is spectacular. Baryshnikov and Hines give excellent performances, as well. White Nights was nominated for several Academy Awards, and won one for Best Original Song ("Say You Say Me"). — Brian Neil

High Anxiety

High Anxiety, directed by Mel Brooks. Starring Mel Brooks and Madeline Kahn. 1979. 94 minutes.

Mel Brooks is one of Hollywood's greatest producers/directors. He has given us such classics as The Producers, Young Frankenstein, and Silent Movie. High Anxiety, Brooks' hilarious homage to the great Alfred Hitchcock, is the first of three films in the Mel Brooks Film Festival.

Ringull

Fine Contemporary Jewelry

Goldschniths

Objects of Art

210 South Main Street
Mount Vernon
11-5:30 Tuesday through Saturday

Campus Soho

Servicing Domestic and Foreign Vehicles

101 Brooklyn St., Gambier 427-3310

Aluminum cans are worth money. It pays to keep America clean.

Give a hoot. Don't pollute.
Tibbe reaches career milestone, hits 1,000-point mark

By Darryl Shankle

Junior forward Jill Tibbe is the second woman in the history of Kenyon basketball to surpass the milestone of 1,000 career points. The 5’7” redhead accomplished this feat for Wednesday night’s 78-33 victory over Oberlin College, in front of a partisan Gambier crowd.

Her third basket of the night put Tibbe over the top, giving her 1,001 points. On her history-breaking basket, Tibbe took the ball, drove the baseline, and connected on a lay-up. When the Ladycats regained possession of the ball, Coach Gretchen Weibrecht called a timeout and presented her with roses as the crowd gave Tibbe an enthusiastic round of applause. She ended the game with 16 points, three rebounds and five assists.

Tibbe, currently stands just 156 points behind the Ladies’ all-time leading scorer, Anne Hinnelright ’82, who totaled 1,176 points in her career.

Ever since her high school days, Tibbe has always stood out as an outstanding scorer. In addition to pouring in over 1,000 points in her four year career, she was voted Most Valuable Player three times by her teammates, and was named three times to the all conference and all-Ohio (Cincinnati) teams. Her senior year was capped off when she was selected as an Honorable Mention All-Ohio performer.

At Kenyon, Tibbe has continued her scoring exploits. As a freshman, she broke the school’s single season scoring mark, 431 points in 22 games, and set a conference record in the process. Her 19.6 points per game average ranked second in the new North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) and forty-first in the NCAA Division III. She was also ranked fourteenth in the nation for free throw shooting, with a mark of 82.6 percent.

As a sophomore, Tibbe won the NCAC scoring title with 394 points in 21 games, 18.8 per game, and was ranked forty-ninth in the nation. In those first two years at Kenyon, Tibbe earned first team All-NCAC honors. She also holds 3 conference records. She holds the single game record for most points scored, 38 against Denison in 1985, and field goals made, 14 in that same game against Denison. Her third record is for her 431 points, the most scored in a season. In addition, she holds 11 Kenyon records.

This year, Tibbe is averaging 14.3 points per game. Because of the offensive strides her teammates have been making, Tibbe’s game is changing. “We have progressed over the past two years to where we have six or seven players who can score consistently,” says Coach Gretchen Weibrecht. “Until freshman and sophomore years, the burden is not totally on Tibbe’s shoulders. Stacey Seedolfizzi, a 6’2” freshman center, is accounting for 11.7 points per game, forward Mindy Gac is a home run and sophomore Heather Spencer, are also pumping in 7 and 5.7 markers a game, respectively.

Tibbe is by no means a one-dimensional player. According to Weibrecht, Tibbe’s evolution to a complete player, “Jill has progressed far on the floor during practices games to a more complete leader both in and out of the court.” Tibbe’s intensity high, in fulfilling the player’s whole, and in setting goals for the team’s success. She is the type of player to analyze own and the team’s play and offer suggestions for improvement.

Despite her obvious scoring, Tibbe’s strengths are not on her shoulders put on the board, but her mentalpicture. Says Weibrecht, “Jill’s contributed to the team and the program go far beyond her high-scoring capabilities. She is a team leader because of her skill and because of her leadership. She is highly respected by her teammates because of her confidence in her success over her own. She is quick on her feet, good pass, good defense, and like, that keeps her teammates’ positive frame of mind.”

Lady swimmers capture first place, looking to qualify 18 for nationals

By Melissa Miller

Recently back from their winter Florida training trip, the women’s swim team dazzled spectators by taking first place at the Kenyon Swimming and Diving Invitational last weekend. The bronzed Ladies placed swimmers in the top six of every event and out swam several Division II schools. Senior veteran Patsy Abt placed first in the 50 and 100 freestyles, setting a new meet record of 24.72 in the 50. Abt teamed with Erin Fin neman, Tawny Stecker and Amy Heasley to win the 200 freestyle relay with a time of 1:42.23.

Abt also had third place finishes in the 100 breaststroke and the 500 fre. Sophomore Jeanine Gury was a double event winner, taking the 100 and 200 breaststrokes, improving her seed times in both events with a 1:09.93 and 2:30.45, respectively. Gury also took 6th in the 200 I.M. and combined with Beth Weitz, Heasley, and Abt to take second in the 200 Medley Relay with a time of 1:54.2. The only other individual event win ner was freshman Nisa Nelson, who won the 400 I.M. with a time of 4:45.42. Nelson also placed in the championship heat of three other events, taking 4th in the 1650 free and 5th in the 200 and 500 freestyle. Junior Amy Heasley broke her own meet record in the 200 fly on her way to a 2nd place finish, with a time of 2:17.59. Heasley also took 2nd in the 200 I.M. and 4th in the 100 fly. In the 100 and 200 backstroke, Erin Fin neman beat her own times to take 2nd and 3rd place respectively. Sophomore Chris Jacob took 3rd in the 1650 with a time of 18:08.49, 4th in the 500 free and 100 free, and 5th in the 100 back. “Shrine Ladies Beth Kremer and Kim McMahon also placed in the top six in four different events, with Kremer taking 4th in the 200 M.I, and 2nd in the breast, 5th in the 500 I.M., 6th in the 400 I.M., and 6th in the 200 breast. McMahon taking 3rd in the 200 breast, 5th in the 100 breast and the 200 I.M. and 6th in the 400 I.M. Other top individual event winners were Beth Weitz (4th place, 200 back), Wendy McKinnon (6th place, 200 breast), and Kenny Carlson (6th place, 1650 free).”

Coach Jim Stien was pleased that the team was able to compete against several different events, and that the swimmers are swimming so well. Senior Beth Weitz had nothing but praise for her teammates, saying “They all coded in their last three meets. Against Division Miami U. two weeks ago, the Ladies swam their best meets, but lost the meet 12-3 finishes by Miami in both events. Weitz is looking forward to their upcoming taper and is confident of their performances in the upcoming nationals.”

National qualifiers multiply, Lord swimmers win Kenyon Invitational

By Ben Strauss

You really have to hang it to the swimmers at Kenyon. While many of their peers are home enjoying our nice long break, the Lords were down in Florida swimming two tough sessions a day for two weeks, a vacation time was all of six days. It is this dedication that has enabled coach Jim Stien’s squad to be so successful over the last decade, but it also makes it hard to realize what a high pressure winn ing can have.

After spending the two grueling weeks in Florida, the team traveled up to Chapel Hill, North Carolina for a meet with a Division I school, the University of North Carolina, on Thursday, January 15. In what would have been the most stunning upset in Kenyon’s swimming history, the Lords battled the Tar Heels through the whole meet, falling behind for good only when North Carolina was forced to stack their four best swimmers into the 200-yard backstroke. The Heels swept the top four spots to pull ahead by nine points with four events to go. However, Kenyon was able to win 7 of the 13 events, finishing 1-2 in three of them. The final score ended up UNC: 121-1 and Kenyon 94.

By Saturday, January 17, the Lords had returned to the friendly confines of the ESPN Natatorium for a meet with the Division I Redshirts of Miami University. The men proved to be the dominant team, winning all but three of the eleven races, while swimming away to a decisively close 119-86 victory.

Then, last Friday and Saturday, the Lords hosted the Kenyon College Invitational. The hosts were rather rude to their guests, and won the meet handily. “This was not a very important meet as far as the competition goes, but it was a good chance for us to do a lot of swimming,” said Kenyon head coach Jim Stien. “I would compare this meet to a pick-up basketball game, it’s a chance to experiment with different combinations without worrying too much.”

The Lords finished the meet with points in 18 of their events, a rare feat for their rival, Denison University. Victors included junior Denis Mulholland in the 500 freestyle, and the 200 freestyle, in which he broke his own school record and freshman Craig Hummer in the 200 and 400 individual medley (IM), junior Dave Wachtel in the butterfly, freshman Nac Lierand in the FREE SWIMMING.”
Lords ‘backs are against the wall,’ cagers falter in conference action

By John Welchil

Halfway through the NCAC season, the basketball team is finding out how tough it is to continue its tradition of winning. After an 8-1 start, the Lords have had on some hard times. Two losses to Ohio and a loss to Richard C. Lee, combined with the first half of the NCAC schedule are responsible for six losses since number 19. Losses to Case and Ohio (at home) and Otterbein (away) came as the difference was only two points in each game.

While setbacks in Kenyon’s conference games have come at the hands of Oberlin on January 21 and, most recently, against Allegheny here at home last Saturday. The feed game had many positive aspects for the Lords. Even though Oberlin finished on top in the 58-52 contest, the Lords succeeded in containing the tempo and slowing down on Oberlin scoring machine until the final minute.

Oberlin is second in the conference in team scoring, averaging more than 84 points per game and scoring over 100 at least twice playing Kenyon. The pace of the game was dictated by Kenyon from the beginning and at the half the Lords led, 31-28. The second half went much like the first as Oberlin was able to score on a three-point shot and on two-point shots to tie it up. In the final minute, both took the lead and the game, 59-58 was a tough loss. We controlled the game as we wanted to, but the three-pointer got in, said coach Bill Tibble.

Ladies roll to 5-1 in NCAC play

By Darryl Shankle

While the general Kenyon student population was scattered throughout the U.S. and Canada during the last month, only the women’s basketball team in the Ladies’ basketball team has been only turning its season into something to be aware of. After a 3-5 start, the Kenyon women had five of their last six games.

In their last game before the break, the Ladies defeated Ohio Athletic Conference foe Otterbein College. The Cardinals defeated the Lords, 56-54. Despite being ahead by 20 at the half, Kenyon succumbed to a very cold second half of shooting (12 of 34 for 35.3%).

Tibble added 10 points.

Three Kenyon players finished in double figures: Mark Speer led the team with 12 points, Kevin Anderson tossed in 11, and Dave Mitchell added 11. Mark Speer and Paul Bailer each had seven rebounds to lead the team.

Last Saturday, the Lords hosted the number one team in the NCAC and a team that is ranked in the top 30 in the country, Allegheny College. The Gators are 4-0 in the conference and 6-4 overall. Statistically, Kenyon and Allegheny are very close in almost every category, and the game was very close until the end. The game was a fine display of outside shooting, as both teams were forced to shoot from the perimeter because of excellent defense. "Allegheny is a very intense team. It was tough to slow down their whole game. We could not stop them when we really needed to," remarked Brown. It was a very well-played game by both teams and it shows why Allegheny is undefeated in the NCAC.

The score at halftime was Allegheny 35, Kenyon 29, and Allegheny seemed to have the hot hand in the opening half. They shot 15-25 for 60% from the field and had only one foul shot in the half. The Lords were not as accurate in the shooting department. They made only 6-22 for 27.3%, but from the line they were 10-12 for 83.3%. One shot that would end up being the major factor in the outcome of the game was the three-point shot. In the first half, Allegheny shot 5 of 6 and Kenyon made 3 of 7. The second half was much like the first, as the Gators continued to shoot well from the outside. The Gators were led by perimeter shooters, Mike Jones and Terry Gray who combined for 27 points on Gray’s 4-5 from the field and Jones’ 7-13, including 4 for 4 from three point range. Allegheny’s Brian Stadnik led all scorers with 22 points, as he connected on a 10-14 FG’s and had seven rebounds. The balanced attack of the Gators made defense difficult for Kenyon, as it became tougher and tougher to contain five players each time down the floor.

For the Lords, it was a game that tested their physical and mental capabilities to the point of exhaustion. After being down, 48-38, with 12:52 remaining, the Lords climbed back to within three at 54:5 left with the score, 53-50. Kevin Anderson hit a three pointer with 1:29 left to make the score 61-55 in favor of Allegheny and it seemed that Kenyon still had a chance. With 1:04 left after a Kenyon timeout, Kevin Anderson was called for a charge and that gave the ball to the Gators. Kenyon foul, Allegheny made one of two free throws and the deficit became six. Kenyon could not score again, and Allegheny got three more on a foul shot and then a jumper by Stadnik. Kenyon lost, 67-58, and must now regroup as the second half of the NCAC schedule begins Saturday.

"Our backs are against the wall," said Coach Brown, and it does not get any easier. Last night Kenyon took on Mt. Union in a non-conference game and will resume their NCAC schedule Saturday against Case at home. The Lords are 2-4 in the conference and must pull together and come back in the conference for the NCAC tourney later in February.

In comparison to the rest of the conference, gig their opponents by 5.4 boards per game, the Lords lead the NCAC in rebounding margin. Kenyon is also leading the conference in three point field goal percentage, scoring margin, free throw percentage and opponent field goal percentage.

Lords and Ladies of the Week

Men’s Basketball

Kevin Anderson and Paul Bailer have been named the team’s Lords of the week for their contributions in the team’s last two outings. Anderson was 12 of 27 from the field on his way to scoring 28 points. He also chipped in with seven rebounds. Bailer tallied 18 points and 11 rebounds. Against Allegheny he led the team with four assists and was named defensive player of the game.

Women’s Basketball

Coach Weinbreche chose to honor the entire team with this week’s honor in recognition of their play over the last three weeks. Since they have returned from break the Ladies have gone five--one in conference games and are currently in second place behind Allegheny. The Ladies lead the conference in defense, allowing only 52.7 points per game.

Men’s Track

Tim Troiano had a strong showing in the first meet of the winter track season. Troiano finished first in the 600-yard run and second in the 300-yard run.

Women’s Track

Danni Davis, freshman, opened well in her first Kenyon meet. Davis captured first in the high hurdles and was also a member of the first place 800-yard relay team. She also took third in both the 60-yard dash and the 300-yard dash.

Men’s Swimming

Tom Magowan had season highs in the 100 and 200 breast and 200 IM.

Women’s Swimming

Chris Jacob had an "outstanding" meet with significant time drops in her 500 and 1650 free races. She also had her best time in the 100 fly.
Senior campaign

continued from page one

Many changes in the program are being im-
plemented this year. A major change con-
cerns the increased personal contact with
students. The larger number of volunteers in
the campaign has led those involved to hope
that each member of the class can be per-
sonally contacted with information about the
program.

The response last year was good, but, ac-
cording to Thomas Freund, Assistant to the
Director of Annual Funds, hopes for this
year’s efforts are higher. Freund credits those
involved with this year’s campaign as having
done a “super job.”

Freund also stresses the importance of this
kind of involvement from graduating seniors,
primarily because they are closely in touch
with the school and form a large part of its
alumni pool. Kenyon relies mostly on this an-
nual giving for the bulk of its support, and
alumni participation in fund-raising often in-
influences corporations and foundations pro-
viding Kenyon with endowments, explains
Freund.

The “100% Senior” program is a short, in-
tensive effort. It began on January 23 and
will run through February 2.

Campaign gifts

continued from page one

These unprecedented amounts received by
Kenyon helped push the total money received
for the Campaign for Kenyon over the $22
million mark. Given’s observed that the cam-
paign has reached the halfway point in time,
and the total donations thus far are “greater
than anticipated.” Kenyon hopes to reach its
goal of $35 million by June, 1989. Given’s
reminds that although the increase in dona-
tions was expected, it was still quite sur-
prising once the gifts were all tabulated.

Cagers

continued from page seven

On January 21 versus Oberlin, the Ladies
extended their winning streak to five games
with an easy, 78-53 win. It was the second
time that Kenyon had defeated the Yeow-
omen, The Ladies won at the Kalamazoo
GLCA tournament, 65-49.

In this game, Jill Tibbe broke the 1000 point
mark in career scoring on her third basket of
the game. She finished the night with 16
points. After Tibbe reached 1,001 on a
baseline-driving layup, head coach Gretchen
Westbroeck called timeout the next time Ken-
yon gained possession and presented Tibbe
with roses.

Tibbe was not the only story versus OC,
however. Seesholtz scored a game high 20
points, while Lind added 13.

Kenyon’s win streak was then snapped in
their game at Allegheny on January 24. The
Lady Ga tors, also undefeated in the NCAC.

Swimming

continued from page one

breaststroke. Kenyon was also victorious in
the 200 freestyle relay. In the diving compe-
tition, junior Paul DiFrancesco won the
3-meter competition, and finished second in
the 1-meter competition. As for Nationals,
three men qualified in three different events—Walshach in the 100 butterfly, Lonski
in the 400 IM, and junior Tom Creech in the
1650 freestyle. Mullinhill bettered his previous qualifying times in the 100 and 200 freestyles.

Upcoming action for the Lords includes a
cord dual meet with Oakland University at
Oakland on Friday, January 30.

Henneberg

continued from page three

don’t want to create any. But what’s im-
tant now, Henneberg says, is to work for
a better government. At one point he de-
velops offense at any attempt to compare the
human concentration camps in this country
those in Nazi Germany, insisting there’s no
comparison.

Henneberg ended by saying that the in-
people do not forget. He is not concerned for
His anger has increased—he now feels ab-
le of killing a German who would put
his dose in order to remove him to a con-
tention camp. But he is concerned for
younger generation, for his grandchildren
and for us. Because if this kind of thing
happens again, we are the ones who will
to live with it.

The Kenyon/APS0 Outreach Mission
reminds students attending the
Student/Faculty Brunch to bring canned goods
or small monetary donations.

For information contact:
Rev. Andrew Foster PBX 2219
Peter Gudaitis PBX 2449

Village Market

427-2801
Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday - Saturday

The Cozy
Restaurant and Lounge

Gyros Greek Salads
Souvlaki Dinners
Greek Pastries
carry-out available

A KENYON TRADITION

Corner of Gambier and Main Streets
Mount Vernon
Monday-Saturday 5:30 AM-7:00PM
397-4837

SERVING GENERATIONS OF KENYON STUDENTS

-Blossom Tyme

Bed and Breakfast Guest House

10728 Kenyon Road
Auburn, CA 95603
427-2876 or 427-2876

Marie Delaney, Owner
Flowers and gifts for all occasions

The Kenyon/APS0 Outreach Mission
reminds students attending the
Student/Faculty Brunch to bring canned goods
or small monetary donations.

For information contact:
Rev. Andrew Foster PBX 2219
Peter Gudaitis PBX 2449